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ABSTRACT
Due to the application of low-NOx combustion technology, the protection of blade endwall from the hot gas has

been essential for the advanced gas turbines. The reasonable design of endwall profile can not only improve the thermal
efficiency of the cascade, but also reduce the heat load on the endwall. In this paper, a high-load vane endwall is taken as
the research object, and the convergent passage profile of the endwall is optimized. The optimization design variables are
locations of control points of the endwall shape. And the optimization objective functions are the total pressure loss
coefficient of the cascade passage and the heat load on the endwall. The multi-objective genetic algorithm coupled with
surrogate model is adopted. After the optimization, heat load of the endwall and total pressure loss of the cascade are
reduced relative to the original design.

INTRODUCTION
With the effects of the secondary flow, the flow near the endwall of the turbine cascade is very complex, and the heat

load distribution is always high (Simon and Piggush, 2006). In addition, the actual structure features such as stator-rotor
clearance, mid-passage gaps, root chamfers at the endwall, the non-uniformity of the hot gas velocity and temperature at
the outlet of the combustor reinforce the complexity of the flow and heat transfer near the endwall of the cascade. In
modern high-load, low-aspect ratio turbines, the proportion of the secondary flow loss is quite great, almost accounting
for about half of the aerodynamic loss (Gregory-Smith et al., 2001). Endwall modification is an important method to
reduce the secondary flow loss of the endwall and improve the aerodynamic performance of the cascade, and it can also
affect the heat load distributions of the endwall. Many studies employed contouring endwall on the reduction of the
aerodynamic loss for low aspect ratio cascades. The convergent passage modification design has been widely adopted in
the contouring endwall because of its simple structures and good manufactunity.

Early studies on endwall modification focused on the effect of the convergent passage on aerodynamics. The
influence of endwall modification of different shapes on aerodynamic performance was studied through low-speed planar
cascade experiments (Morris and Hoare, 1975), and it was indicated that the increase of aerodynamic performance was
even more by the design of the two-dimensional convergent passage than that by the three-dimensional modification. The
results of another experiment (Kopper et al., 1981) showed that the modified endwall of the convergent passage design
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can increase the aerodynamic efficiency of the planar cascade by 17%. The effect of different endwall contraction forms
on the secondary flow of the endwall of the annular cascade was compared and the aerodynamic performance was
analyzed by Moustapha et al. (1986). Detailed experimental measurements and numerical analysis on the aerodynamic
performance of the tip endwall of the guide vane was carried out by Boletis (1985), Arts (1986), Dossena et al. (1999),
and the aerodynamic performance of the convergent passage and the flat endwall was analyzed. The studies of Simon’s
team also conducted significant studies on the effects of the tip endwall profile on the aerodynamic performance of the
cascade, and the investigations of the static pressure coefficient on the cascade, the velocity vector distributions of the
outlet interface, and the turbulent shear stress have revealed the flow mechanism of the aerodynamic performance
improvement of the blade cascade by the endwall modification (Burd et al., 2000). The effect of the tip clearance leakage
flow on the specific flow of the convergent section has been studied later (Lin et al., 2000). And the active design method
of controlling the secondary flow of the tip and hub endwalls by the clearance jet was reported in Shih et al. (2000). In
the study of Piggush and Simon (2005), it was also investigated that the effect of assembly features in the convergent
passage cannot be neglected. Bohn et al. (2002) measured the influence of the axisymmetric tip endwall profile of the
casing on the overall aerodynamic performance on the four-stage turbine facility. Different from the research mentioned
above, Duan et al. (2018) studied the vortexes structures near the endwall of different convergent passages design
schemes, and the results showed that the modification closer to the downstream convergent passage design can reduce the
secondary loss. And it is the cross pressure gradient in the passage but not the inflow boundary layer thickness dominants
the development of the secondary flow.

For the close relationship between the flow and heat transfer, the endwall modification also has a great influence on
the heat transfer, and the heat transfer distribution on the turbine endwall can be changed by contouring endwall design of
the cascade without reducing the aerodynamic performance. Lin et al. (2000) studied two endwall modification schemes
and performed numerical calculations at two inlet Ma conditions. The results showed that reasonable convergent passage
can bring about an axial pressure gradient, accelerate the low-energy fluid near the endwall. Moreover, the strength of
secondary flow and the heat transfer at the leading edge and on the suction surface were also reduced. Piggush and Simon
(2007) measured the heat transfer on the endwall in detail for four different endwall combustor-to-turbine transition
pieces with the leakage flow, and found that the assembly features at the slot, the shape of the slot and the leakage flow
will change the boundary layer and affect the heat transfer of the endwall. Thrift et al. (2011) studied the effect of
different convergent passage schemes on heat transfer. The measurements revealed that heat load of endwall can be
reduced. Mayo et al. (2017) studied the endwall heat transfer changes caused by the misalignment with the convergent
passage design. The experimental results indicated that the misalignment increased the strength of the secondary flow.
The heat transfer at the upstream of the throat was increased by 60%, while the heat transfer at the downstream of the
throat is slightly enhanced.

The previous studies mainly used the Spline to directly generate the endwall shape of the convergent passage, and
then compared the performance of the convergent passage with flat endwall or the distinctions of different design
schemes. When the contraction ratio is determined, the shape of the convergent passage has a significant influence on the
aerodynamic performance of the cascade. However, there are few studies that directly optimize the design of the shape of
the hub endwall of the convergent passage. In this paper, aero-thermal coupled optimization design is carried out for the
convergent passage of a high-load turbine guide vane. The aero-thermal performances of the optimal profiles are
analyzed in detail.

METHODOLOGY

Computational Model and Numerical Method
In this study LS89 is adopted, which is a high-load turbine guide vane cascade developed by the VKI laboratory in

the 1980s (Arts et al., 1990). The author has performed optimization research on the three-dimensional vane profile of the
LS89 cascade (Liu et al., 2020). Table 1 gives parameters of the cascade profile. In order to realize the convergent
passage design of the endwall of hub side, the contraction ratio in this study is set as 0.8, which means that the span at the
trailing edge is 0.8 as compared with the span at the leading edge. Figure 1 shows the computation domain of the blade.
The optimal design is carried out under the MUR132 operation condition. It should be known that the endwall is also set
as the isothermal boundary, and the temperature is the same as that of the blade surface. Table 2 summarizes the
boundary conditions of the numerical simulation.

According to the verification results of the numerical method (Liu et al., 2020), the SST k-ω turbulence model with
γ-θ transition model is used in this paper to predict the flow and heat transfer characteristics for the great prediction error
of other four turbulence model, and the numerical simulation tool is ANSYS CFX. Structured grid is generated by self-
programming procedures, with the gird near the endwall and vane surface refined to ensure that the y+<1. The number of
grid nodes is about 3.1 million.
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Table 1 Parameters of the Cascade
Parameters Values

C 67.647 mm
P 57.500 mm
γ 55 deg
ο 14.930 mm
rLE 4.126 mm
rTE 0.710 mm

Table 2 Parameters of Boundary Conditions
Parameters Values (MUR 132)

Pt,in 1.757 bar
Ps,in 1.736 bar
Tt,in 408.5 K
Tu∞,in 0.8%
Tw 299.75 K
Ps,out 1.289 Par

Reout/106 0.9660
Mais,out 0.680

Figure 1 Computational Domain and Boundary Conditions

Optimization Method
The axial profile of the endwall convergent passage is controlled by a non-uniform B-Spline (NUBS), and its range

is from 0.5 Cax upstream of the leading edge to 0.3 Cax downstream of the trailing edge. In the optimization process, the
modification and control of the profile of the convergent passage can be realized by adjusting the position of the control
points of the NUBS. In order to ensure the smooth connection at the start and end points of the NUBS during the
optimization, it is necessary to ensure that the positions of the two control points remain unchanged. Figure 2 displays the
parameteric method of the convergent passage.

Figure 2 Parametric Method

The optimization study utilized the multi-objective optimization method coupled with the RBF surrogate model as
the algorithm. In the optimization process, the training samples and test samples are firstly generated by LHS (Latin
Hypercube Sampling) method according to sample number and the range of design variables. Then the objective function
values for each sample are computed by the numerical analysis. The RBF model is trained and tested by the samples.
Extra samples will be added into the database if the prediction accuracy of the surrogate model does not meet the
requirement. Optimization results will not be accepted until the discrepancy between value obtained by RBF model and
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that of the numerical simulation is small enough. The prediction performance of the surrogate model and the optimization
performance are checked and explained carefully by the present authors (Liu et al., 2020). The design variables are the
locations in spanwise direction of 10 moveable control points, of which the movable range of the adjustable control point
is 12% of the span. The optimization goal is to reduce the total pressure loss coefficient at the outlet of the blade cascade
and the heat load on the convergent passage. Therefore, the optimization problem can be described as follows:

M,out Smin ( ) ( ), ( )Q   F z z z

Subject to:
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RESLUTS AND DISCUSSION

Optimization
Before the optimization work, the RBF surrogate model consistent with the required accuracy was firstly established

for the design variables and optimization objectives. A total of 106 training samples and 20 test samples were used. After
trained and tested, the RBF surrogate model has a correlation coefficient of more than 0.9 for both the two optimization
targets, and the prediction errors for the optimization target are less than 5%. After that, the surrogate model was used to
predict the optimization functions, and the optimization algorithm was performed for 20 generations, with 50 individuals
in each generation.

The optimization process is demonstrated in Figure 3. It can be seen that the optimization objective values of the
training samples and the test samples are larger than that of the baseline, which means that the heat load is larger and the
total pressure loss of the cascade is also higher. For the individuals generated in the optimization process, the heat load
and the total pressure loss has been reduced. The optimization finally formed a Pareto Front, although the Pareto front
has a smaller range. Two representative individuals were selected, Case I with the smallest total pressure loss of the
cascade, and Case II with the smallest heat load on the endwall.

Critical parameters are calculated by numerical simulation for the performance analysis. Table 3 summarizes
performance of the baseline and optimal individual. It can be seen that the RBF surrogate model meets the requirements
for the prediction errors of the two individuals, and the predicted values of the surrogate model are conservative relative
to the calculated values of CFD. After the optimization, the heat loads of the optimized individual, Case I and Case II, are
decreased by 3% and 6.1%, respectively, and the total pressure loss is reduced by 1.3% and 9.4%, respectively. In order
to evaluate the overall performance of the cascade after the optimization, the mass flow rate and the outlet flow angle of
the cascade are also evaluated, which are crucial for the power of the turbine stage. As seen in the Table 3, the mass flow
rate and the outlet flow angle of the cascade have not changed much after optimization. The differences of the mass flow
rate do not exceed 1%, while the variations of the outlet airflow angle do not exceed 0.3%.

Figure 3 Optimization Process
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Table 3 Optimization Results
ξM,out QS m βout

RBF CFD RBF CFD
Baseline 3.830 31363 0.2200 73.16
Case I 3.626 3.780 29928 30423 0.2178 73.29
Case II 3.624 3.469 29959 29464 0.2181 73.37

Figure 4 displays the variations of the convergent passage profile after the optimization. Basically, the profile of the
baseline is a straight line, and the profiles of the two optimal individuals are similar. Compared with the baseline, the
height of the endwall in the front part of the cascade passage are lower than that of the baseline, while the height of the
endwall in the rear part of the passage is higher than that of the baseline. Compared with Case I, Case II has a slightly
lower endwall height in the front part of the passage, and a slightly higher height in the rear part of the passage. It is
suggested that the slowing of the endwall height variations in the front part of the passage and the acceleration of the
endwall height change in the rear part of the passage are beneficial to the reduction of the aerodynamic loss of the
cascade and the restriction of the heat load on the endwall.

Figure 4 Convergent Passage Endwall Profiles

Aerodynamics
Figure 5 shows the pressure distributions on baseline and optimized endwall profile. It can be seen that the pressure

distributions of the three cases are quite similar. Due to the stagnation, the main flow has a high-pressure zone at the
leading edge of the passage. The pressure drops rapidly at the front part of the suction surface and the rear part of the
pressure surface. For the flow separation, an obvious low pressure area is formed from the suction side shoulder nearby
the throat position. After the optimization, the range of the low pressure area at the throat position of the suction surface
is slightly enlarged. However, the extension of the lower pressure zone to the downstream of the trailing edge has been
weakened.

(a) Baseline (b) Case I (c) Case II

Figure 5 Distributions of Pressure on the Endwall
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The distributions of the limit streamlines of the endwall are plotted in Figure 6. It appears that the streamline
structure of Case I is similar to the baseline. The mainstream stagnated at the leading edge to form a horseshoe vortex,
and a two-layer recirculation zone was created. Because of the pressure gradient, the fluid in the passage flows from the
pressure side to the suction side, a high-speed zone is formed at the shoulder of the suction surface. The flow velocity
near the outlet of the cascade and the trailing edge is relatively high. With the analysis of the distinctions between the
Case II and the baseline, it is found that after optimization, the flow velocity in the passage is significantly more uniform,
and the strength of the horseshoe vortex at the leading edge is weakened. Additionally, the area of the first-layer of
recirculation zone is reduced. For Case II, the fluid adheres better to the wall of the pressure surface in the passage.
Therefore, the passage vortex strength is weakened. The high-speed area downstream of the trailing edge is not obvious.
It is indicated that the optimized endwall profile inhibits the development of the passage vortex, which is superior for the
reduction of the aerodynamic loss.

(a) Baseline (b) Case I

(c) Case II

Figure 6 Limit Streamline of the Endwall
Figure 7 demonstrates the distributions of the total pressure loss coefficient at the outlet. It can be seen that a typical

distributions of the total pressure loss coefficient is obtained. The area with higher total pressure loss before optimization
is concentrated at the endwall of the cascade, which is mainly caused by the non-slip wall boundary condition. Moreover,
the secondary flow near the endwall of the passage results in a great aerodynamic loss. There is an area with high total
pressure loss near the endwall of the cascade, which corresponds to the core of the passage vortex. In the area far from
the endwall, a certain total pressure loss is caused by the low-energy fluid near the blade. It can be found that the total
pressure loss of Case I at the endwall near the pressure surface is reduced, but the total pressure loss near the suction
surface is increased. The core of the passage vortex is closer to the wall, and the total pressure loss at the passage vortex

(a) Baseline (b) Case I
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(c) Case II

Figure 7 ξ at the Outlet
core is reduced to a certain extent, indicating that the passage vortex has been better suppressed. Compared with the
baseline, the total pressure loss of Case II close to the endwall of the entire passage is reduced, especially near the suction
surface. For the difference between the two optimal cases, the passage vortex core in Case II has been further weakened.

Heat Transfer
Figure 8 shows the optimization results of the heat flux distributions on the endwall. The baseline design exhibits the

typical heat load distribution of high-load turbine guide vanes. A high heat transfer area is formed at the leading edge,
suction shoulder, pressure surface corner, and downstream of the trailing edge, which corresponds to the high-speed flow
zone in the passage. There are low heat transfer areas in the two recirculation zones formed by the horseshoe vortex.
Moreover, there is a wide range wedge-shaped low heat load area that develops from the pressure surface to the suction
surface at the front part of the passage. In addition, downstream of the suction shoulder, there is also a low heat transfer
area resulting from the transition caused by the flow separation. The heat transfer coefficient distribution of Case I is
similar to that of the baseline, but the range and strength of the low heat transfer area at the suction shoulder are
increased, while the heat load downstream of the trailing edge reduces. The endwall profile of Case II has changed the
heat transfer pattern. A high heat transfer zone is formed near the blade wall at the rear part of the pressure surface. The
heat load of Case II at the leading edge of the horseshoe vortex is significantly increased, and the wedge-shaped low heat
transfer area at the front part of the passage is significantly reduced. However, the heat load at the leading edge and the
shoulder of the suction side is reduced. In addition, the heat load downstream of the trailing edge is also significantly
reduced. In general, the heat load distribution of Case II is more uniform than that of the baseline.

The distributions of the line averaged heat load of all the three convergent passages are demonstrated in Figure 9. It
can be seen that, for the original structure, QL gradually decreases in the axial direction before the leading edge, and
increases after the horseshoe vortex. The QL in the passage changes steadily along the axial direction. When x =
0.7~0.8Cax, QL rises rapidly with the influence of high heat load caused by the passage vortex, and there is an intense heat
transfer zone near the pressure surface corner area. Afterwards, the heat load increased fast downstream of the trailing
edge. When x > 1.1Cax, the heat load decreased slowly. For Case I, the distribution of QL along the axial after
optimization is almost the same with that of the baseline. After the optimization, QL increases slightly upstream of the
leading edge, and does not change much in the passage, but QL decreases significantly where x > 0.9Cax. For Case II, the
QL is higher than that of the baseline upstream of the leading edge and in the front part of the passage, while the heat load
at the leading edge and downstream of the trailing edge is much lower than that of the baseline.

(a) Baseline (b) Case I (c) Case II
Figure 8 Distributions of Heat Flux on the Endwall
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Figure 9 Distributions of QL along Axial Direction

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the convergent passage profile of the LS89 is optimized. The multi-objective optimization algorithm

with RBF surrogate model. The conclusions are as following:
1) After the endwall convergent passage is optimized, the variation of the endwall height at the front part of the

passage slows down, and the change of the endwall height of the rear part of the passage accelerates. This change
contributes to the reduction of the aerodynamic loss of the cascade and the suppression of the heat load on the endwall.

2) The pressure distributions of the optimal cases are similar with that of the baseline. After optimization, the
aerodynamic loss of Case I at the endwall near the pressure surface is reduced. The total pressure loss coefficient near the
suction surface is increased. The core of the passage vortex moves closer to the endwall and the total pressure loss is
reduced to a certain extent. The total pressure loss of Case II at the endwall of the entire passage is further weakened
compared with Case I.

3) The heat load distribution of Case I is similar to that of the baseline. The range and strength of the low heat
transfer zone at the suction shoulder are increased, but the heat load downstream of the trailing edge is reduced. For Case
II, the heat load at the horseshoe vortex area is significantly increased, and the wedge-shaped low heat transfer area at the
front part of the passage is also significantly reduced, but the heat transfer strength at the leading edge and the suction
surface shoulder is reduced. In addition, the heat load downstream of the trailing edge is also significantly reduced. In
general, the convergent passage design of Case II obtains a significantly more uniform distribution of heat load relative to
the baseline.

NOMENCLATURE
Cax axial chord of blade [mm]
C chord of blade [mm]
P pitch of blade

pressure
[mm]
[bar]

S span of blade, surface distance [mm]
T temperature [K]
Tu turbulence intensity [%]
Q heat flux [W∙m-2]
X, x global coordinate in streamwise direction [mm]
Y, y global coordinate in pitchwise direction [mm]
Z, z global coordinate in spanwise direction [mm]
r diameter [mm]
m mass flow rate [kg∙s-1]
Re Reynolds number, ρU∞Cax/μ [-]
Ma Mach number [-]

Greeks
β outlet flow angle [degree]
γ stagger angle [degree]
ο throat distance [mm]
ξ total pressure loss coefficient [%]

Subscripts
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L line-averaged value
S area-averaged value
t total
s static
in inlet condition
out outlet condition
0 baseline condition
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